Abstract
Introduction
Information Extraction is a branch of Natural Language Process (NLP). It is designed to provide information that the users are interested in. Information can be extracted either by statistical language model or by pattern matching model [1] . Cheng Niu [2] introduced a Bootstrapping approach which is able to extend rules automatically from the initial rule set. The method is used for named entity recognition and classification and achieves good performance. However, Cheng Niu just proved the Bootstrapping approach was suitable for named entities of Person, Location and Organization. Yusuke.S [3] compared documents in which named entities tend to appear synchronously and recognized them by looking for a word whose chronological distribution is similar among several comparable documents. These two methods based on pattern matching accomplished task depending on exterior features of named entities much more than interior features. Youzheng Wu [4] used Support Machine Learning (SVM) and Dingcheng Li [5] sued Conditional Random Field to recognize named entities and gain good results, these two methods are statistical language mode, but they need a lot of labeled data. The pattern-matching model always requires a large quantity of patterns for information detecting. Generally speaking, the higher the amount of patterns that exist, the more efficient the result is likely to be. However, only professional engineers are capable of obtaining patterns in a manual basis. Thus, it is not time efficient and the work capacity is not ideal. On the other hand, if it is possible to gather patterns in an automatic basis, it will significantly save time for end users. We try to make it so that the system gathers patterns from labeled corpus, processes this raw corpus, and finally obtains new patterns by itself. Because the number of weapon names and army official designations are incalculable, it is an impossible to cover all the patterns of term even if engineers can contribute a lot of time to accumulate substantial amount of patterns, the result still would not be good enough in most cases. Here we studied the system's automatic pattern construction based on two methods, including pattern soft matching and constituent extension.
Entity Pattern Construction Analysis
In many specific fields, terms construction has to follow specific rules. There are too many terms for computers to memorize and are too many patterns to record. By teaching the computer system how to recognize new patterns is like naming entities according to some specific rules. By doing so,
Interior Pattern of Terms
To order the system to learn how to recognize new interior patterns with specific rules and to find the new terms with these patterns without memorizing all the rules is more efficient than searching for the new patterns manually. This kind of system is intelligent because it can extract terms efficiently. Terms of weapon are usually comprised of constituents from one or more of the following five pieces of attributes including model, code name, function, character, and size. We also find that the pos tags can reflect the entity's attributes.
Example 1: The weapon name is "米格-27M 战斗 轰炸机".
Where, "米格-27M" is the code name, "战斗" translates its function, "轰炸机" indicates that this weapon is a plane and is also the head word of weapon.
The interior pattern denoted by POS is "proper name (米格)" + "separator(-)" + "string (27M)" + "verb (战斗)" + "head word (轰炸机)".
Example 2: A Army Official Designation, "航空兵 第九师".
Where, "航空兵" is the code name of this weapon, "第九" is the ordinal number, "师" represents the head word for army.
The interior pattern denoted by POS is "proper name (航空兵)" + "string (第九)" + "head word (师)" This paper claims the specification for interior pattern of terms [6] .
Exterior Pattern of Terms
Sometimes words that indicate the name of entities are embedded within. We call these words the triggers. In other words, there is high probability that the triggers and terms are emerging simultaneously in a same sentence. One or more triggers can construct an exterior pattern of terms. Under ordinary circumstance, triggers include verb, noun, and preposition [7] .
Take an example in this sentence: "美国在太平洋 部署基德级驱逐舰".
We choose "在" and "部署" as triggers to construct exterior pattern for this term "基德级驱逐舰".
The exterior pattern denoted by POS is "preposition (在)" + "verb (部署)" + "term (基德级驱 逐舰)".
When the system recognizes the words in order in a sentence, the portion of the words starting from "部署" until the head word is identified as a new term. The headwords are very limited in professional field. The head words are being memorized by the system in priority.
Combination of Interior Pattern and Exterior Pattern
If interior pattern and exterior pattern are recognizing the string of words in a system within their own database separately, neither method is going to be able to produce good results by working independently. Therefore, it is a good way to improve experiment efficiency by combining them to function together. Exterior patterns are relatively fixable and limited whereas interior patterns are more flexible and enormous. Consequently, the automatic interior pattern extension is a better way to extract terms. Two methods are ultimately introduced to avoid manual accumulation of interior patterns, which are pattern soft matching and constituent extension.
Pattern Acquisition Based on Soft Matching
Hard matching is when two patterns are the same and they match perfectly. Soft matching represents that two patterns may not be the same but they are similar. When the degree of the two patterns' resemblance reaches a designated threshold, the two patterns then satisfy the standard of soft matching.
Similarity of Patterns
Similarity of patterns represents how similar they are. Levenshtein distance method is capable of measuring the distance between two patterns and recognizing the similarity of them. Levenshtein distance measures the least distance a pattern could possibly take to transfer into another pattern through changing or inserting relevant elements.
Two pattern are denoted as
,... y before i x in pattern X makes these two pattern more similar, the relevant operation processes which costs q.
The complete algorithm is expressed as follows: 1) If the length of pattern X is 0, the value of distance between these two patterns is the length of pattern Y. Meanwhile the length of pattern Y is 0, the value of distance between these two patterns is the length of pattern X. The algorithm ends.
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We can obtain the degree of resemblance between these two patterns with formula follow:
Levenshtein rule rule similar rule rule rule rule = −
Automatic Patterns Clustering
Soft matching method will recognize a pattern candidate as an interior pattern if its similar intensity reaches designated threshold with one of an interior patterns in advance. This standard is so loose that system will pass a large number of wrong interior patterns. The pattern clustering method is able to solve this problem [8] . The number of existing patterns is relatively large and these patterns can be divided into several classifications. The pattern candidate has to be similar enough with all existing patterns in a specific classification. In order to reduce the calculating cost, we can choose one pattern of each classification as representative of the relevant classification. The candidate's similar intensity reaching designed threshold with one representative means that it is similar enough with very patterns in the relevant classification. Consequently, system recognizes this pattern as a right pattern in that condition. This method assists in raising efficiency a lot.
System divides existing patterns into several classifications with KNN method. We set the threshold value equaling 0.75. ( , ') ( , ') ( )
4) Create a new classification and deliver ' k into that classification. Go to step 1.
After clustering procedure, system will select a representative for every classification. Representative's sum of degree of resemblance with other patterns in the same classification must be the max one. 
The main idea of this algorithm is described as following. If the pattern candidate matches an existing pattern perfectly, it is definitely the pattern of a term. If the pattern candidate cannot reach the standard of hard matching, but it reaches that of soft matching, system will recognize it as a pattern of term. Consequently, system puts this pattern candidate into database of existing pattern and reprocesses the clustering algorithm. System also produces a new aggregate of representative patterns. All of the new patterns put into database of existing patterns show the database extending automatically [9] .
The complete procedure of algorithm is showed in Figure 1 . The complete algorithm is expressed as follows. 1) Import existing interior patterns and existing exterior patterns. Obtain representative pattern of classifications that are produced by system with existing interior patterns.
2) Find a pattern candidate of terms in context. If no one in it, algorithm ends. Otherwise, go to step 3.
3) If the pattern candidate matches one of existing patterns hard, the relevant lexical chunks will be regarded as a term of entity extraction and algorithm ends. Otherwise, go to step 4. 
Pattern Acquisition Based on Construction Extension
Entity is named according to some rules. If some patterns of term presence in database of existing patterns but its construction obeys the rules, the relevant lexical chunks construct a term properly. The paper takes terms in domain of weapon as examples. Here just give one or two patterns for each part. In fact, each part includes plenty of interior patterns. Fortunately, most of these patterns can be derived from context-free grammar rule [10] . An example of context-free grammar rule of code name part is given as follows. As referred above, interior pattern of "米格-16" is "proper name (米格)" + "separator (-)" + "number (16)" that can be derived from these rule. Meanwhile, Pos tags of "F-15J 型"is "string (F)" + "separator (-)" + "string (15J)" + "suffix (型)" that can be derived from these rule. Assume both of them existing but "神 州/ proper name -/separator 2p/string 型/suffix" is a new one which can be derived from grammar. The most left-derivation can prove that the new pattern is correct as follow. Database of existing patterns do not contain this pattern "proper name" + "separator" + "number" + "suffix". Actually, it is a correct pattern of proper name part and can be derived from grammar. Each part has its own context-free grammar rule. An interior of a term of weapon can be constructed with one or more patterns of each part. The empirical result proves that one pattern that can be derived from grammar is an interior pattern of a term in most case. The method assists patterns in extension and the new patterns that obey the rule of naming weapon.
Experiment and Evaluation
This experiment-running environment of these algorithms is Windows XP (The experiment is run under Windows XP). The language implement of these algorithms is JAVA. The system texts method based on hard matching, soft matching, and automatic pattern extension respectively. The input of these algorithms is pattern of weapon. The goal is extracting all the terms in raw text.
This paper selects the term of weapon and army official designation as the target of automatic pattern acquisition. The test corpus is 1200 texts in weapon and the test corpus is 1000 texts in Army official designation, each text contains an average of 800 words. Follow compared the results of three methods with precision and recall.
1) Method based on hard matching, i.e. extract terms with existing patterns.
2) Method based on soft matching, i.e. extract terms with existing patterns and representative of each classification.
3) Method based on automatic pattern extension, i.e. extract terms with existing patterns and contextfree grammar rules.
The precision and recall in name entity extraction were used as evaluation in this paper and the results were shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . 94.41% Table 1 shows the result of named entity recognition on weapon and table 2 shows the result of name entity on Army Official Designation. They are both obtained by hard matching, soft matching and pattern extension algorithm. According to table 1 and  table 2 , the last two methods that have capability to extend patterns can obtain better result. Furthermore, method based on pattern extension obtains better performance than method based on soft matching. The reason for better performance of the third method is that the acquisition of every new pattern obeys the rule of name entity hard. Context-free grammar rule has strong ability to extend pattern and cover most of patterns. This paper proposes two methods based on soft matching and pattern extension. Method based on soft matching ignores certain mistakes caused by POS system as well as some distinctions between correct and wrong patterns. This is why the system is performing in a lower precision under this method. It also has a problem that it will recognize some pattern candidates as interior patterns but they are not, resulting in a lower recall. The method based on pattern extension, however, tests how new patterns obey the rule for entities naming. Every new pattern must reflect one or more of the entity attributes. They are constructed in order. In conclusion, the result proves that method based on pattern extension performs better than traditional methods based on hard matching and soft matching because it covers all the patterns that obey the habitual entity naming rules. 
Conclusion
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